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Zusammenfassung
Zur Zeit existieren viele Dienste im Internet, die die Aufzeichnung (auch Tracking oder Logging)
des eigenen Medienkonsums und dessen Präsentation in einem sozialen Netzwerk ermöglichen.
Jedoch sind alle bisherigen Anwendungen auf einen bestimmten Bereich von Medien spezialisiert,
so dass der Nutzer immer nur einen Medientyp pro Dienst verwenden kann, wie musikalische Inhalte bei Last.fm1 oder Bücher bei Goodreads2 . Die einzige Möglichkeit, um mit einem Dienst den
kompletten Medienkonsum abzudecken, besteht momentan in der Verwendung allgemeiner Lifelogging-Dienste wie DAYTUM 3 , die jedoch medienspezifische Funktionalitäten vermissen lassen.
Diese Arbeit beschreibt die Konzeption und Entwicklung von LoungeLog4 , einer Webanwendung
die versucht, diese Lücke zu füllen und soziales Tracking von Medienkonsum aller Art zu ermöglich. Dabei will LoungeLog den Vorgang des Medientrackings für die verschiedenen Medientypen
vereinfachen und zugleich einen Mehrwert gegenüber aktuellen Tracking-Diensten bieten, indem
Funktionen zur Entdeckung neuer Medien und zur Selbsterkenntnis über eigene Konsumgewohnheiten angeboten werden, die Daten aller Medientypen zusammen nehmen und interpretieren können. Um dies zu erreichen, wurden bestehende Tracking-Dienste und der wissenschaftliche Stand
im sozialen Medientracking untersucht. Es wurde darüberhinaus nach dem Start der Anwendung
eine Studie bei Benutzern von LoungeLog durchgeführt, anhand derer die Bereiche des Dienstes
identifiziert wurden, die den Nutzern am wichtigsten erscheinen und den größten Verbesserungsbedarf aufweisen. Während die sozialen Komponenten des Dienstes bereits gut aufgenommen und
verwendet wurden, sahen die Nutzer besonders in den Bereichen Datenschutz, einfaches Tracking
und Statistiken zur Selbstanalyse noch Verbesserungsbedarf.

1 siehe

http://www.lastfm.com/
http://www.goodreads.com/
3 siehe http://www.daytum.com/
4 siehe http://www.loungelog.de/
2 siehe

Abstract
There are currently many web services allowing people the recording (also tracking or logging)
of their own media consumption as well as sharing it in a social network. However, all existing
applications are specialized on a certain area of media, allowing users to only track a single type
of media per service, as with musical content on Last.fm5 or books on Goodreads6 . The only
possibility to cover one’s whole media consumption via a single service currently consists of using generic lifelogging services such as DAYTUM 7 , which however have the drawback of lacking
functions tailored for media-specific use. This thesis describes the conception and implementation of LoungeLog8 , a web application trying to fill this gap and enable social tracking for one’s
complete media consumption. In doing so, LoungeLog wants to simplify tracking procedure for
the different media types and at the same time create added value compared to current tracking
services by providing functions for media discovery and self-awareness that are putting data of all
media types together for interpretation. To reach this, existing tracking services and the current
state of research in social media tracking were examined. Furthermore, a post-launch user study
was conducted with LoungeLog users by which the most important areas of the service could be
identified as well as spots deemed to need improvement. While social components of the service
have already been taken and used well, users considered the areas privacy, simple tracking and
self-awareness statistics to be in greatest need of enhancements.

5 see

http://www.lastfm.com/
http://www.goodreads.com/
7 see http://www.daytum.com/
8 see http://www.loungelog.de/
6 see

Aufgabenstellung
Das Internet bietet eine Vielzahl von Diensten zum Aufzeichnen und Verfolgen des eigenen Lebens (sog. life tracking, life logging, personal informatics), allerdings meist in sehr allgemeiner
(daytum, my.flowingdata) oder sehr spezialisierter (Last.fm) Art. Die Vorteile die sich durch spezialisierte Informationssammlung bieten, nämlich das Einbringen von Hintergrundwissen und Automatisierung kann von allgemeinen Diensten nicht genutzt werden. Ebenso plagt spezialisierte
Dienste das Problem, dass sie eben nur einen sehr eingeschränkten Aspekt des Lebens eines Benutzers beleuchten. MediaTrack ist ein Dienst zum Tracking von Mediennutzung. Da es sich um
ein sehr heterogenes Feld handelt, findet das Mitloggen größtenteils manuell statt, allerdings bieten die Trackingsysteme personalisierte Hilfestellungen an. MediaTrack lässt den Benutzer seine
Mediennutzung festhalten, über sich selbst lernen und neue relevante Medien finden. In dieser Arbeit wird der soziale Aspekt von Mediennutzung beleuchtet: Es soll eine Facebook-Applikation
entwickelt werden, über die der Benutzer gezielt mit seinem sozialen Netzwerk in Kontakt treten und eigene Medienvorlieben kund tun kann. Wichtige Aspekte der Arbeit sind also Privacy,
Präsentation und Sharing.

Ich erkläre hiermit, dass ich die vorliegende Arbeit selbstständig angefertigt, alle Zitate als solche
kenntlich gemacht sowie alle benutzten Quellen und Hilfsmittel angegeben habe.
München, 14. Oktober 2010
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Introduction

1.1

Motivation

With the rise of the so-called Web 2.0, internet applications have increasingly become social areas,
shaking the cliché of the classical stay-at-home computer geek to the very foundations. Hundreds
of millions of people are nowadays more or less engaged in social platforms such as Facebook9
or MySpace10 , sharing aspects of their personal lives deemed interesting with relatives, friends,
colleagues or even total strangers. Many web services have specialized on the act of recording
events happening in one’s life, which is often called Lifelogging or Self-Tracking. They integrate
with the most popular social networks to allow users to share their findings with their intimates.
Many aspects people like to share about themselves are somehow related to media: the great movie
you were just watching in cinema, the music you listen to while relaxing or on the move, the news
you read about in papers or websites and many more. Naturally, applications evolved that allow
users to share exactly these things, like Last.fm11 for tracking music or Goodreads12 for managing
your book collection. Although these services have the advantage of being able to work with the
special characteristics their chosen field of media provides, users wanting a single point of contact
for tracking all the media they consume in everyday life awaits a tough job. They are forced to
either register and maintain accounts on a whole host of tracking services or they rely on very
generic lifelogging services such as DAYTUM 13 , which are however in no way built to benefit
from the special structure that media data provides.
Therefore, this thesis introduces LoungeLog, a web application specializing in social media
tracking with as few boundaries as possible regarding the types of media people want to track and
share. Although allowing for a variety of media to be logged, LoungeLog is trying to find and stress
similarities between different kinds of media to be able to provide the user with added value he
can not experience on any other current tracking service. These include recommendation systems
working across media types, which could help users discover media they never guessed to be to
their taste. Further possibilities lie with features supporting self-awareness, presenting the user
with trends and patterns aggregated from big amounts of versatile data about their media tastes. A
powerful instrument to improve the quality of such functionality is the social aspect, which will
together with the development of the web application be central in this thesis. The data provided
by a whole community of tracking people enables better recommendations and self-discovery
results that are just more tailored for each single user. Due to the scope of the application, there
are two further bachelor theses covering other areas of the LoungeLog project apart from the
web application. In “LoungeLog Core: A RESTful web-service for social media tracking” [3], C.
Breil deals with the database back-end created for LoungeLog whereas J. Hartmann introduces the
mobile offshoot of the service for Android phones in “LoungeLog: An intelligent mobile interface
for tracking media consumption” [5].

9 see

http://www.facebook.com/
http://www.myspace.com/
11 see http://www.lastfm.com/
12 see http://www.goodreads.com/
13 see http://www.daytum.com/
10 see
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INTRODUCTION

Following this introduction, the reader is presented with an examination of the current state of
research concerning social media tracking in chapter 2, including an analysis of similar services
as well as scientific work on the subject. Chapter 3 will describe the implementation of the web
application, going into issues that had to be solved as well as describing the user interface and the
application’s foundation framework. It follows an evaluation of the LoungeLog service in chapter
4 based on user study results and database statistics before chapter 5 presents main conclusions
as well as looking out on how LoungeLog and social media tracking services in general might
develop in the future.
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Related Work

The chapter ahead deals with the current status of research concerning social media tracking.
At first, web services providing comparable features to LoungeLog will be examined in section
2.1, before section 2.2 uses Li et al.’s Personal Informatics Model [7] to identify and circumvent
potential design problems for LoungeLog. At last, a selection of relevant papers for social aspects
is researched in order to gain insights on the social topics sharing, privacy and social media
tagging.

2.1

Similar Services

This section shall provide a description of two web services very different in themselves, but offering functionality similar to what LoungeLog is providing. These services will be analyzed with
regard to aspects like functional range, unique features, user interface and general presentation, as
far as they provide valuable conclusions for the design of the LoungeLog application. The possible
implementation of social network systems or specific social features within these services shall be
taken into particular consideration.
2.1.1

Last.fm

Last.fm is a highly popular music-only tracking service [16]. It introduces the principle of “Scrobbling”, which is basically a synonym for tracking music. Therefore, a “scrobble” is a piece of
information by a certain user telling Last.fm what music this user is listening to. According to its
own numbers, Last.fm currently has 43 billion scrobbles at their disposal with numbers steadily
rising14 . The magnitude of this data implies that the website’s interface and features are taken well
by its users and that it is worth an analysis.
Last.fm simplifies the process of tracking music by providing an external desktop application
called Scrobbler15 which observes the user’s media players for consumed music, all the while
sending scrobbles to the Last.fm database. Moreover, the user can listen to radio stations offered
by Last.fm via the Scrobbler. However, these services do not lend themselves to an adoption in
LoungeLog. The Scrobbler’s functionality can hardly be integrated into a website, and a desktop
application is not a part of the concept. What is more, the acquisition of the necessary content to
provide own media streams is infeasible for LoungeLog. Such approaches would also somewhat
weaken LoungeLog’s characteristic trait of media independence, since you cannot track books or
magazine articles by a Scrobbling-like approach.
To review one’s own tracking history, Last.fm offers simple table overviews of recently listened
tracks as well as the most-tracked artists and songs. For the last two, several time periods can be
selected to restrict the scope of the reviewed data, including the last three, six or twelve months.
Furthermore, users can organize their favourite tracks by creating playlists. Since these are easy
but effective ways to create a clear presentation of a user’s history, very similar solutions have
been integrated into LoungeLog.
A further part of Last.fm’s range of features is recommendations. Users can get suggestions
for music that is of a similar genre than what they like to listen to. They can also get recommendations via entering an artist or tag to which they like to obtain similar music. Apart from
music tracks, Last.fm also recommends events like concerts or festivals based on the user’s taste.
Such recommendation functionality brings much added value to a media tracking system and is
therefore to be considered for implementation in LoungeLog. As will be shown later, the current
version of LoungeLog already features a very simple recommendation system which can still be
heavily extended.
14 see
15 see

http://www.lastfm.de/about/
http://www.last.fm/download/
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Last.fm also contains a social network that gives many of its services a better quality, since they
partially rely on the community and everybody’s trackings. Users can get a measure of similarity
between their own and their friends’ music tastes. They can browse their friends’ trackings and
discover new music on the way. Beyond that, Last.fm recommends foreign users as friends if
they have a highly corresponding music taste, so-called musical “neighbours”. Users have the
possibility to listen to a friend’s radio station, which basically means that he will be listening to
the friend’s favourite titles.
2.1.2

Daytum

In contrast to Last.fm, DAYTUM [11] offers no tracking service that is specialized on media, but a
very generic form of lifelogging. It is therefore especially relevant in terms of visualizing versatile
data, as users are basically able to track any aspect of their life they deem interesting. DAYTUM
lets users categorize the data they are submitting to bring some amount of order to the information
and to enable more possibilities in terms of display and detail. Such a step will be automatically
taken on LoungeLog, seeing that its supported media types are already representing categories and
the application always knows what kind of media the user is currently tracking. To present the
collected data, DAYTUM offers a whole range of display possibilities. Users create a new display
panel, in which they can place and arrange their data respectively its visualizations. Users can pick
pie charts, line charts, timelines, bars and various time and number representations to present their
logged data. Although this enables the user to make a very customized impression of his data, it is
also requiring some learning as well as effort when tracking data, which users might be willing to
make for the universal data they can record with DAYTUM. However, when tracking media, these
steps can be automated more easily and users might not want to take care of it themselves. Thus,
LoungeLog will for now present data visualizations in predefined display forms, but try to achieve
a diversity that satisfies the users’ needs.

2.2

Personal Informatics

This section will make use of Ian Li et al.’s “A Stage-Based Model of Personal Informatics Systems” [7] in order to analyze LoungeLog as a personal informatics system. Potential problems are
identified and possible approaches to overcome these problems on LoungeLog shall be found and
discussed.
Li derived a Personal Informatics model that divides such systems into five different stages
(see figure 2.1), each of which has so-called barriers that might make the user’s tasks harder to
perform or even prevent him from fulfilling them. In the following, all stages including their
barriers will be briefly explained before trying to apply those problems to LoungeLog and finding
ways to avoid them.
Preparation Stage This stage is about the users’ motivation to collect information in the first
place. In Preparation Stage, barriers have to do with the questions what kind of information
the user should collect as well as how it should be recorded. Users have to make a choice
what tool they should be using to collect their data, thus the tool needs to have striking
arguments to convince visitors of its quality. In case of LoungeLog, the scope of collectable
data is pretty clear: only media, but as many kinds as possible. In order to quickly make this
clear to the uninformed visitor, the website will need to be designed in a way that enables
users to identify LoungeLog’s functional range at a first glance to the start page. For users
interested in tracking media, a brief and clear textual explanation of how the tracking works
and what use can be made of it should be presented as well.
Collection Stage The Collection stage deals with “the time when people collect information
about themselves” [7, page 561]. There are three origins of barriers within this stage: the
4
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Personal Informatics

Figure 2.1: Li’s personal informatics system stages [7]
collection tool, the collecting user and the collected data. The most frequent problems occurring in Li’s study were related to missing computer access during the time things happen and
forgetting about the data to be tracked. LoungeLog is addressing this problem by offering
a mobile application for Android phones developed by Jonas Hartmann [5]. Furthermore,
the possibility to import media trackings from other applications or other kinds of mobile
devices into the web application might be an important feature in the future, seeing that it
simplifies data migration for the user.
Another frequent barrier was users’ lack of time if the collection process happens in a timeconsuming way. People do not want to waste time, so the LoungeLog tracking process has to
be simple and fast. To avoid long-term motivation loss, it should also be rewarding, so that
users are content investing time and effort. LoungeLog is trying to achieve this by various
self-discovery and social features that present an added value for the user. To allow for a
quick tracking process, the application will try to integrate a simple search for media items
and a result list from which the user can track several items in a row with few clicks and
without having to leave the page. More details on these features will be given in chapter 3.
Integration Stage This intermediate stage covers everything happening between the collection
of the user’s data and his reflection on the results, namely the processing of the data. It
can be seen as a distance of which the length is dependent on the effort users themselves
have to put into the data preparation. Barriers of this stage are problems preventing the user
from reaching the point where he is able to reflect on the collected information. The main
problems discovered by Li include data transcription and organization. Users should need
to manually input as little data as possible and the application should take care of the major
part of organizing and structuring the collected data. Therefore, LoungeLog is trying to build
a media database that has a good chance of already possessing the content the user needs for
his data collection and otherwise has the possibility to quickly obtain the information from
external sources. The organization of a user’s tracking is largely simplified by the MySQL
database system behind LoungeLog. Users can easily sort or rearrange their trackings on the
website.
Reflection Stage The Reflection stage concerns itself with users reflecting on their collected data
and trying to draw conclusions, mainly by looking at their reorganized data in list-form
or information visualizations. According to Li, there is short-term reflection, happening
directly after the collection, and long-term reflection which allows users to compare periods
5
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of time and recognize trends or patterns. Reflection barriers are problems making it hard
for a user to research and comprehend information about himself. The most frequent barrier
discovered by Li is once more the users’ lack of time. LoungeLog takes that into account by
offering clear, sortable list overviews of trackings that can in some cases be further filtered
according to users’ wishes. Beyond that, a frequently occurring barrier were unsatisfactory
visualizations due to limited choices of time. Therefore, LoungeLog tries to offer its data in
a time-dependent manner, adjustable by the user. Moreover, compact graphical charts shall
be offered to provide statistics that are calculated from potentially all information a user has
entered into our database. Thus, users can quickly access many types of presentation of
their trackings for a fast and comfortable reflection.
Action Stage The last stage of Ian Li’s personal informatics model is about what users do with
the conclusions drawn from their reflection. According to Li, a system should give some
kind of suggestions to its users, telling them what actions they could take based on their
findings. If no such support exists, a barrier is created that might prevent the user from
applying his findings. Possible realizations for LoungeLog include recommendation for
new media based on users’ tastes as well as recommendation of new friends or genres they
might not yet have tried out. In order to stress LoungeLog’s media type independence and
to include a rather unique feature, a cross-type media recommendation could be included.
Especially important for the quality of the recommendation service will be LoungeLog’s
social network. Recommendations should also be given based on the trackings of a user’s
friends, as well as a possibility to manually recommend an item to another user.

2.3

Social Aspects In Lifelogging

In this section, the current status of research concerning social facets of self-tracking services shall
be described. Thereto, the topic will be broken down into three areas including self-presentation,
sharing and privacy. Scientific papers shall be evaluated for each of these domains and conclusions
of practical relevance for LoungeLog shall be drawn where possible.
2.3.1

Self-Presentation and Sharing

The following passage is about user behaviours in terms of creating a presentation of oneself in
social networks and about what users like to share to whom in what way.
Bentley et al. conducted an analysis of consumer use of photos and music [1], showing that
media has strong ties to events, to points of time and especially to other people in a person’s life.
Music is described as “a shared artifact in storytelling” [1, page 673] and photos as a “memory
aid and springboard for stories” [1, page 668], meaning that media itself can be a good way of
sharing experiences. As a consequence, users of LoungeLog should have the possibility to let their
friends relive what they associate with certain media items. Users should be able to browse the
tracked media of friends and to read and post comments about the individual pieces of media.
Bentley et al. also describe how enjoyment of music is a social experience in terms of selection as
well as consumption and that an important part of the usage of photos or music is the “building of
social relationships” [1, page 673]. Therefore, the tracking process in LoungeLog should enable
its users to name friends that were part of the consumption event. Interesting information could
be generated and visualized from such data, like what genre a user prefers in whose company.
Another worthwhile feature in this context would be an event-planning utility enabling users to
invite their friends to certain occasions where media is consumed. This could be as precise as
‘watching movie X in Cinema Y at time Z’ or as vague as ‘listening to some music band in a bar
next week’. You could even base a friend discovery system on this, matching interests, places and
time of several unacquainted users.
6
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Social Aspects In Lifelogging

Privacy

One of the most discussed topics related to social networks is privacy, regularly surfacing whenever popular services like Facebook are implementing new features and altering their general terms
and conditions. This segment deals with privacy issues that might concern social media tracking
applications.
As Bentley et al. state, the music someone likes helps to get an idea of the person behind
it [1]. Therefore, users like to have control over what parts of their collection others can see,
enabling them to “maintain different views of their identity” [1, page 668]. For a LoungeLog user,
comfortable ways to reach this would be options to hide specific genres or media types he does
not want to be associated with. Beyond that, he should be able to adjust these settings individually
for other users, creating some kind of privacy profiles that he can assign to users of his choice.
According to a photo privacy study of Besmer & Lipford 2010 [2], a main concern of users
consists in specific individuals among their friends seeing unwanted photos of them, rather than
revealing too much of oneself to strangers. Indeed, users are more bothered with creating a desired
image of themselves than with security issues. Mallan was able to confirm this theory after a
study at high school [9], concluding that “intrusive actions of friends, rather than strangers” [9,
page 63] had been worrying the students the most. This shows that it is important to allow privacy
restriction settings for friends as much as for the public. It might also be useful to allow not only
for concealment of certain groups of items but also of very specific choices of single pieces of
media, which could be achieved by some kind of manageable blacklist for the user.
2.3.3

Social Media Tagging

Tags play an important role in categorizing media as well as for social functions based on such
media, like taste similarity measuring or discovery of new pieces of media. A relevant design
decision for LoungeLog will be whether users should be allowed to tag media items and to what
extent.
Lu et al. did a study in 2010, examining correlations of website metadata provided by users
and by authors [8]. Both kinds of tags bring additional information value, since more than 50
per cent of those words are not appearing in the tagged website. However, authors adopt words
from their content more often than users, meaning that users can provide additional information.
Lu et al. state that in terms of clustering quality, “tags are more effective than author-provided
metadata as an independent information source” [8, page 9]. Although all this suggests that users
of LoungeLog should get a broad scope of tagging possibilities, such an approach brings other
difficulties to the scene.
Davis et al. researched the use of social networks for acquiring video semantics [4] and found
that the result could be “many different tags with no indication as to which are relevant, reasonable, or correct” [4, page 52]. What is more, motivating the users to manually tag media is
anything but easy, as is confirmed by both Davis et al. [4] and Bentley et al. [1], who learned that
“manual tagging rarely occurs due to the added effort that it requires” [1, page 668]. Therefore,
LoungeLog is trying to integrate a mixed approach, for now only allowing user-created tags if the
affected media item was manually added by that user. System-created media items draw their tag
information from the external database sources they were imported from, so that both user-created
and auto-imported media have a reasonable basic set of metatags, without allowing for flooding of
inappropriate or irrelevant data.
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3

IMPLEMENTATION

Implementation

This chapter covers aspects of the implementation of the LoungeLog web application. At first,
some of the main considerations for the design of the social system are discussed in section 3.1.
Next, section 3.2 will deal with user interface considerations and show how the final interface is
to be used. Section 3.3 will introduce CakePHP as the utilized web framework and explain why it
is a suitable choice for LoungeLog before section 3.4 covers how the usage of two different ways
of accessing LoungeLog’s data was coordinated in the application.

3.1

Social Functionality

The following passage shall introduce the social system integrated on LoungeLog, including what
it can and can not (yet) do as well as the considerations that were made beforehand. It should be
annotated that at first, it was planned to put all the logic of preprocessing the database content into
the hands of the LoungeLog Core application [3] before realizing that for time and performance
reasons, a direct access of the web application to the MySQL database is inevitable. However,
this change of heart came too late for many of the planned features to be implemented prior to
this thesis. Nevertheless, they shall also be described in the following. More information on the
parallel usage of direct SQL and the LoungeLog Core REST API follows in section 3.4.
Facebook Integration The original concept for LoungeLog intended to implement a social media tracking application as a Facebook application [13], meaning that it would be embedded in
Facebook via a canvas area. However, it was decided that there should be a neutral web portal enabling all internet users to use LoungeLog, even the ones not having a Facebook account.
Therefore, it was planned to implement a website with an own integrated social system, rather
than completely relying on the structures provided by Facebook. Additionally, a slim and adapted
version of the website was to be developed for integration as a Facebook application, using Facebook-style layouts and social features of the network. In the course of the LoungeLog website’s
development, it became clear that the additional expenditure of time for the website and the social system made it impossible to develop an extra Facebook application. Hence, it was decided to
renounce the integration of LoungeLog into Facebook and to replace it by the opposite solution, using Facebook for Websites [13]. This enables LoungeLog to use plugins from Facebook, enabling
many of its social features on the own website without the need to develop a deep integration. The
currently implemented plugins include commenting and reading comments on media, users and
the statistics pages of oneself and one’s friends, as well as reading the newsfeed of the LoungeLog
information page on Facebook [14] and using Facebook’s ‘Like’-Button on several parts of the
website. A better understanding of these plugins can be gained from the user interface description
in section 3.2. It is planned to more fully integrate Facebook’s features into the website, especially
Facebook Connect [13], which would allow users to quickly create a LoungeLog account by just a
few clicks, using their data from the Facebook account. The database is prepared for the storage of
external account IDs for users, although the LoungeLog Core API’s functions do not yet process
this additional information.
Self-Representation and Sharing When regarding social features, you have to start with features concerning yourself, i.e. how does a user like to be presented within the LoungeLog social
network and what does he like to share? One of the wishes regarding user profiles was to enable the user to make a very individual presentation of himself, meaning that he should be able to
choose elements from his history, statistics or private information at will and and give it a specific
flag stating that this particular element should be shown on his user profile page. However, there is
currently no support for this in the database and it had to be postponed. To still allow for sharing of
one’s trackings and statistics, there is currently the possibility to check out the trackings page and
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statistics page (see section 3.2) of your friends, making each action of user automatically a shared
happening. As the next paragraph will show, there is currently no privacy concept provided by the
database. That is why these elements are always shared to the friends of a user at the moment.
The user profile itself contains nickname, name, gender, language and an optional birthdate as
well as allowing users to upload a profile picture. The private information needed from the user
was kept as sparse as possible in order to not overstrain the users’ patience and to prevent undue
privacy concerns. As described in the last paragraph, users also have the possibility of sharing
their opinion by giving Facebook comments on users, users’ statistics or media items. In order
to keep users comfortably up-to-date regarding their friends’ trackings, LoungeLog also offers the
so-called Friend Stream, which gives users an overview of the latest five trackings of each of their
friends and can be dynamically shown or hidden throughout the entire website. Please review
section 2.3.1 to learn about considerations leading to these features.
Privacy The following set of privacy-related functions has a rather hypothetical character. Although the logic was originally planned to be part of the LoungeLog Core back-end application [3],
the necessary structures have not yet been provided by the database due to lack of time, meaning
that it is currently not possible to integrate the privacy system into the website. Nevertheless, the
concept’s main aspects shall be presented. It is planned to provide each newly registered user with
a very restrictive default privacy setting, i.e. no media trackings or statistics of the user can be seen
by others, neither friend nor foreigner. The user should then be able to comfortable add elements
or groups of elements to the pool of data he would like to share. This allows users to maintain
full control about what they share from the very beginning, since nothing is presented without the
user’s consent. The process of switching on shareable elements could happen in different levels of
granularity, regarding both the shared data as well as the people to whom it can be shown. As the
most coarse option, users should be able to allow all their trackings as well as all their statistics
to be seen by friends-only or by everybody. It should be noted that statistics are in itself a more
vague kind of representation, as inferences can not automatically be drawn from them regarding
the identity of the individual media tracked. You could then further limit the group of elements
to be shared by certain conditions, meaning that a user could exclude specific media types, like
books, or certain genres of media, like trash or even hide all items from a defined period of time
in his life. As a finest stage of granularity, it should be possible to hide single items (or single
statistics) from others via a kind of blacklist, even if they belong to an otherwise shared group of
elements. An opposite effect could be reached via a whitelist, to share certain items that would
otherwise be hidden. The same level of granularity could be applied to privacy settings for the
target group of users, meaning that you could mark users in a blacklist who shall see nothing of
your sharings, or give a best friend a carte blanche, putting him on a whitelist and showing him all
there is to see.

3.2

User Interface Design

Having explained the most important features of the website, this section now introduces the user
interface of the LoungeLog web application and shows how these functions can be used throughout
its pages. The first part shall describe the basic layout and navigation of the website, before the
next section introduces all screens representing some kind of processed data. Lastly, the parts of
the website taking user input are described. See appendix A for screenshots of the website areas
described below.
3.2.1

General Website Structure

The LoungeLog web appearance follows a nowadays popular basic layout style, featuring the
following areas from top to bottom:
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• A header, containing the LoungeLog logo on the left and a general login status box on the
right. The appearance of the login box varies depending on the user being currently logged
in to the service. If not so, there are links for comfortably accessing the login page or
the registration page from any page of the website. Otherwise, the user is greeted by his
nickname and a logout link is shown. Below the these elements, the Facebook social ‘Like’
plugin [13] is embedded to allow Facebook users to express their support for the website by
itself.
• A navigation bar, consisting of a main navigation bar and a sub-navigation bar below, as
well as a small language choosing bar appearing right of the main navigation. The main
navigation tabs are mainly made up of the media types offered by the LoungeLog tracking service, effectively separating those areas in order to enable type-specific pages (e.g.
Last.fm track importers in the music area) and to generate a consistent impression with the
LoungeLog mobile application’s layout [5]. Apart from the media types, there are two other
main tabs, including the Home tab featuring basic functions regarding the user himself (own
profile, history or statistics) and the Social tab, which holds functions of the social system
in its sub-navigation (find friends, friend overview, history and statistics of friends). All the
website areas defined by the main tabs are separately colour-coded, meaning that the appearance of the main logo, fonts or tabs alters according the current area the user resides in,
giving some kind of extra optical orientation. The sub-navigation bar uses an arrow symbol
to indicate to the user at any time which page he is on. At the far right of the sub-navigation
is the Friend Stream link, allowing to show or hide the box with friends’ news (see content
below). Lastly, the language choosing bar currently holds two flags representing English
and German language and allowing for quick on-the-fly adaption of the website’s language.
The default language for logged-in users follows the setting they made at registration and
for guests their IP’s location, if available, with English being the ultimate fallback.
• A content area, containing the narrower right-floating Friend Stream and the main content
area, which makes up the remaining space altering according to whether the Friend Stream
is collapsed or expanded. The main content area is just where the general content of the
current page goes, whereas the Friend Stream shows a kind of newsfeed regarding the latest
trackings of one’s friends. For each friend, the latest five trackings are shown, starting with
an icon indicating the type of the tracked media and followed by the name of the item, which
is also a link to a modal window showing the media item’s details page (from which the user
might directly track an item himself).
• A footer which just consists of a copyright mention and links to the First Steps, Privacy and
Imprint pages. The First Steps contain a small step-by-step instruction for users unfamiliar
with media tracking or unable to handle the website.
3.2.2

Data Presentation

A large part of a media tracking service’s tasks consists of collecting, processing and presenting data, including user data, media data or trackings of such. This section introduces the most
important LoungeLog data representation pages.
• The Media Item Details page is the view showing properties of a single piece of media. It is
generally shown via a javascript overlay window to avoid back-and-forth navigation when
the user is browsing a media list. The page features a right-floating image representing the
piece of media (like a movie poster), if available. The rest of the content holds information
about the item, including its media type, title, publication date, description, tags, artists
and recommendations. If appropriate, type-specific information like the number of book
pages is also shown. The recommendations currently only feature such made on the basis of
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other users, meaning that the five most tracked items of all users tracking the current item
are recommended. Thus, if the current item has not been tracked by anybody, there is no
recommendation. At the bottom of the page resides the Facebook comments plugin [13],
allowing for all users to read or post Facebook comments regarding this media item.
• The History pages exist in different versions including a personal history, a history of one’s
friends and histories for each media type. In each case, they consist of several subpages
separated by tabs, including an overview of the latest tracked items and a toplist showing
the most-tracked items. For the media type-specific histories, there are four tabs instead of
two, since each page exists as a personal history and as a community history which takes
into consideration the complete LoungeLog tracking data of all users. The tables shown in
these pages can be filtered, depending on what kind of history one is looking at. You can
restrict items to a certain media type (if not already on a type-specific history) or to a certain
friend (if on the friends’ history page). For the toplists, you also can give the period of time
to be regarded, which e.g. allows you to compare the most-tracked movies of last week to
those of the whole last year.
• The Statistics pages exist just like the histories as a personal, friends and media type-specific
version. Since the LoungeLog web application received direct access to the SQL database
only very shortly before the launch and there are not yet any statistics offered by the LoungeLog Core REST API [3], only few and basic statistics could be implemented thus far.
There are three pie charts, showing the distribution of favourite media types, tags (mostly
genres), and artists in the regarded user’s trackings with up to 10 pie slices. The friends’
statistics feature an aggregation over all friends as well as the possibility to just regard a specific friend’s stats. Again, the media type-specific stats can be viewed regarding trackings of
oneself or the whole community. As with media item details, there is a Facebook comments
plugin [13] at the bottom of each user-specific stats page, allowing users to comment on the
results and tastes of friends.
3.2.3

User Input

As a last part of the user interface, the following passage describes the points at which users are
giving some input to the page, including addition of a custom media item and the tracking process.
• The Add a Media Item pages are type-specific and can thus be found under the main navigation points for media types. They all contain a very simple HTML form mainly consisting of
text input fields. Each media type currently features the Title, Year of Release, Description,
Tags and Picture URL fields. Additionally, there are type-specific options to make, like the
system for which a game is published, subtitles for books or duration for movies and music.
Due to lack of time for optimization, there are currently two major drawbacks to the Add a
Media Item forms. Firstly, it is incomplete in that it does not provide the possibility to add
more complex information like related artists (book authors, movie actors, etc.) or the relationship between pieces of media amongst themselves (series episodes and seasons). This
is because of the way this information is saved in the LoungeLog database and the associated need to make an effort to ensure clean data, like avoiding heavy inserting of duplicate
artists by users due to spelling errors. Secondly, the input form is not very comfortable
for inputting larger amounts of data. To solve this, it is planned to provide importers for
users’ accounts on other websites like Last.fm [16]. A further useful addition would be to
asynchronously retrieve meta information on a piece of media from an external source via
AJAX, even as the user is entering the item’s title into the form.
• The Tracking page is kept very compact since in the best case, it needs to be used very often
by the user and should require minimal input effort. Like the Media Item Details page, it is
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displayed as a modal overlay window to avoid additional page changing. It features a small
form in which the user can give a title that somehow describes the tracking in itself (and not
the media item), like the occasion on which the media was consumed. He can also specify
the time period in which he consumed the media, with the default setting being the current
time as end time whereas the start time is calculated by subtracting the media’s duration, if
available. A small textual intro explains the same issue to the user. As a further addition,
an embedment of a GoogleMaps16 canvas is partially implemented but not yet released. It
enables the user to additionally specify the place of the consumption, which is already a
basic feature of the LoungeLog mobile application [5] that uses GPS data for this.

3.3

The CakePHP Framework

This section shall briefly present CakePHP, the PHP17 framework used for developing the LoungeLog web application. At first, it shall be explained in section 3.3.1 why this framework was
chosen and why it is an adequate choice for the project on the basis of some of its main features.
After that, the architecture and main principles of the framework shall be coarsely outlined in section 3.3.2 in order to give an understanding of where LoungeLog’s program parts are coming into
effect.
3.3.1

Main Features and Adequacy for LoungeLog

CakePHP is a rapid web development framework for the PHP language and combines established
techniques like the Model-View-Controller pattern and Object-Relational Mapping [10] with a
powerful architecture. Apart from knowing it best among all frameworks and therefore not needing any learning period, it was chosen for LoungeLog because its main features are very beneficial
to the project. It has built-in components taking care of session handling, caching, security issues,
email creation and delivery and request handling for AJAX calls, to name the most important. It
also has a comfortable internationalization system, which allowed LoungeLog to launch its service in both English and German at the same time, reaching a greater target group than a predetermined version could. Regarding database communication, CakePHP offers MySQL-optimized
wrapper classes providing functions that comfortably process object data for database operations
and take care of database security. This is all the more important since it has become clear that
the web application’s performance would suffer by solely depending on database access via the
LoungeLog Core API.
3.3.2

Architecture and Basic Principles

An important paradigm of CakePHP is convention over configuration. Many parts of a CakePHP
application are relying on classes, variables and view templates being correctly named and residing in the designated folders, thereby saving manual configuration time. If an URL on the
LoungeLog domain is requested, the user is basically redirected to a specific controller class
function. E.g., ‘/users/login’ would be mapped to a public function called ‘login()’ within ‘controllers/users_controller.php’, containing the PHP class UsersController. From the controller
classes, you have access to all model classes and can call database operations and fetch data
for presentation to the user. When the requested controller function’s end is reached, the associated view template file will be rendered, which in this case would be ‘views/users/login.ctp’. This
is basically a HTML file in which you put PHP variable placeholders that are fed with data by
the controller before rendering. To avoid heavy repetition of HTML, view templates are nested,
with ‘views/layouts/default.thtml’ being the original scaffold, in which other view files are just
16 see
17 see

http://maps.google.com/
http://www.php.net/
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called to be rendered. Within those views, further nesting can be reached by outsourcing content
to so-called elements, which are stored under ‘views/elements’.

Figure 3.1: simplified UML class diagram of CakePHP core & LoungeLog web application [7]
Figure 3.1 shows the class structure of CakePHP applications in a slightly simplified way,
using the example of LoungeLog. The most important thing to know is that the programmer starts
to interfere in the classes AppModel and AppController, which are children of Model respectively
Controller and can be used for code that is to be shared among all models and controllers of the
custom web application. E.g., LoungeLog determines the language in which all texts should be
presented within the AppController, so that no matter which page (i.e. controller) the user visits, a language check will be performed before rendering. The main task of the developer then
consists in writing his custom models and controllers which inherit from AppModel respectively
AppController, as well as in creating the associated HTML view files. The so-called components
are classes with logic that several controllers should be able to access. CakePHP is already providing some useful components which can also be overwritten for own purposes and very own
components can easily be inserted. A similar concept for model classes are the so-called behaviors, all inheriting from ModelBehavior and providing shared logic for models. Finally, there are
helpers which are used by the View class that is responsible for rendering the HTML templates.
They mostly provide convenience functions for creating HTML content like complex forms via
simple PHP function calls and can also be extended by custom additions.

3.4

Database Connection Interfaces

This section deals with the issues regarding the usage of two different ways of connecting to the
same database. As explained beforehand, the LoungeLog web application was originally intended
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to interact with the database solely via the LoungeLog Core REST API [3] and was therefore
developed in a way tailored to this requirement. Since some of the desired functionality could
not be used via the API until the launch date, the web application needed to access the MySQL
database directly without abandoning the existing use of the REST API functions. Moreover, some
of the planned functions to come, especially such involving statistics needing to be aggregated or
data selected across many tables would perform much better if directly querying the database,
since the developer has more control over optimizing queries than with the Java framework used
in the LoungeLog Core REST API [3].
To enable a comfortable parallel usage of both database interfaces, some models exist in
two versions. The general case is a typical CakePHP model which is querying the database via
CakePHP’s wrapper class functions, enabling comfortable tailoring of secure SQL queries to one’s
needs with low programming effort. There is always one such model class for each table in the
database that needs to be queried somewhere in the application, like the User model for the table
of the same name. Now if there are also LoungeLog Core REST API functions used for a table, as
is the case with the User table, there exists a second model class which is suffixed by ‘Api’, thus
UserApi in this case. These API models are all using the Api class, which is itself just a model
providing functions to comfortably make requests to the REST API, process the returned data
which is in JSON format, and store the result for further access by the calling API model. The Api
class makes itself use of another model class by the name of Curl provided by James Hall [15],
which allows for comfortable use of the PHP cURL extension within CakePHP and was slightly
adapted to suit the needs of the LoungeLog web application. Since controllers in CakePHP can
easily be configured to ‘know’ any specific model by just adding a value to a certain class variable
array, you still only need one controller to cover the logic for a certain part of the application, like
the UsersControllers which is able to use both the User and UserApi models for database access.
Another advantage is the possibility to smoothly replace usage of one model by the other, which
could get important as interaction with the database might in the future be shifted towards heavier
direct SQL access for performance reasons.
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User Analysis

This chapter describes results that were gained from analyzing the usage of the LoungeLog web
application. The first section deals with statistical data aggregated from the content of the LoungeLog database, whereas the second section presents an online user study conducted to examine
the users’ experience with the web application. Both evaluations took place roughly four weeks
after the launch of the website.

4.1

Usage Statistics

Although the structure of the LoungeLog database is hardly optimized for statistical usage analysis,
some interesting facts can still be extracted from its content. The following passages introduce
numbers aggregated for describing the application’s users as well as the trackings that were made
by these users, with regard to the usage of social features where possible.
Users In the course of the four weeks the application was running before evaluation, a total of
37 users registered on LoungeLog, with 32 users being male and the remaining users female (see
figure B.1 in appendix). 20 users chose to experience the web application in English, whereas
17 wanted to have the German translations (see figure B.2 in appendix). This even distribution
indicates that relying on a dual solution somewhat paid off, since some users might not have
had the ability or the desire to register if they could only use one of the languages. 25 of all
37 users (67.6%) were in some way affected by the social network system, meaning that they at
least made one friendship request or received one. However, only 14 users (37.8%) were engaged
in confirmed friendships with a total of 21 relationships existing in the community. This might
have been influenced by some people not noticing possible pending requests due to insufficient
notification of users, which is also indicated by some results of the user study in section 4.2.
Trackings In the period under observation, a total of 161 distinct pieces of media were tracked
with a total of 223 trackings, 136 of which had been made via the LoungeLog web application
(61%) and the rest via the mobile application (see figure B.3 in appendix). Of all 37 registered
users, 17 tracked at least one item whereas 20 users did not at all use the web application to track
media. This suggests that for more than half of the registering users, the concept of LoungeLog
was not understood, did not bring significant advantages or made too much effort. A qualitative
analysis of this question follows in the user study evaluation in section 4.2. The most-tracked
types of media (see figure B.4 in appendix) were movies (27.8%), TV shows (22.4%), Websites
(21.5%) and only in fourth place music (15.2%). Books (10.3%) together with videogames and
papers (both less than 2%) complete the collection of tracked media. Furthermore, a total of
49 media items was manually inserted by users into the database (see figure B.5 in appendix).
Here, websites (32.7%), music (24.5%) and books (12.2%) are the types which appear most. For
websites, this is no surprising result as there is no automatic importer available due to the vast
amount of eligible content. However, it is somewhat surprising that music tracks are only placed
fourth among the most-tracked types and had the second-biggest number of manual insertions.
This indicates insufficient search results and thus an unsatisfactory import mechanism for music
items, which is also supported by some results of the user study in the section ahead.

4.2

User Study

To gain specific feedback from users of the LoungeLog web and mobile applications, a user study
in the form of an online survey was conducted together with J. Hartmann [5]. All registered
LoungeLog users were notified via email about the survey which went online roughly two weeks
prior to the evaluation. In the following, the group of participants shall be described before going
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into detail about their experience of the LoungeLog web application in general as well as the
tracking and social features in particular.
Participants There were eight full survey responses as well as two partial responses with the
latter not being taken into consideration for the following results. Participants were between 19
and 26 years old (two unspecified) and consisted of five male and two female persons (one unspecified). Eight were familiar with the tracking concept whereas one was not (one unspecified)
and three participants were using other tracking services, namely Last.fm18 (three mentions) and
Goodreads19 (one mention).
Regarding participants’ basic attitude towards different parts of the tracking concept, results
were of limited expressiveness as most results revolved around average values (see figure 4.1).
Participants’ described themselves ready to make slightly below average effort for tracking media
and they considered tracking statistics and media recommendations to be interesting respectively
useful slightly above average.
Subject
experience with tracking services
readiness to make tracking effort
interest in tracking statistics
usefulness of media recommendations

Value ‘1’
not experienced
no effort
uninteresting
useless

Value ‘5’
highly experienced
high effort
very interesting
highly useful

Median
3
2.5
3.5
3.5

Mean
3.00
2.25
3.63
3.38

Figure 4.1: Results of Likert scale questions concerning participants’ basic attitude

Website in General Participants considered the website’s design to be rather attractive (see
figure 4.2). The handling of the website and the clearness of its navigation were estimated equally
above average. As an overall rating, most participants were averagely satisfied with the website.
Interestingly, participants considered the trustworthiness of LoungeLog regarding privacy rather
low.
Subject
website design attractiveness
website handling difficulty
website navigation clearness
overall satisfaction with the website
trustworthiness of LoungeLog privacy

Value ‘1’
unattractive
very hard
confusing
unsatisfied
untrustworthy

Value ‘5’
highly attractive
very easy
very clear
highly satisfied
highly trustworthy

Median
4
4
4
3
2

Mean
4.25
3.63
3.50
3.25
2.38

Figure 4.2: Results of Likert scale questions concerning the website in general

Five participants gave particulars about what they especially liked about the LoungeLog web
application. These include design (four mentions), the way in which media is presented (two
mentions), structure, simplicity, multilingualism and the friend stream (one mention each).
Three participants gave particulars about what they did not like on the website, including bad
or non-existent search results (three mentions) as well as delayed search results, the mechanism to
add new music and difficulties finding out where friendships can be accepted (one mention each).
Five participants mentioned suggestions for improvement. These include the implementation
of a messaging system, a more tolerant search engine finding results even on typing errors as well
18 see
19 see
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http://www.lastfm.com
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as an improvement of the database backend in general (one mention each). One person wished for
a simpler and faster tracking process and one stated to not even have taken a deeper look into the
website due to lack of interest.
Tracking On LoungeLog, participants were by own estimation tracking between zero and 80 per
cent of all the media they consumed, with an average of 25 per cent. They considered the tracking
process on LoungeLog to make a slightly above average effort (see figure 4.3), which roughly
coincides with the amount of effort they priorly stated to be ready to make for tracking (see figure
4.1).
Regarding the tracking statistics, participants had an average interest in the website’s offers.
Although being generally interested in tracking statistics (see figure 4.1), they considered the use
of the statistics on LoungeLog as slightly below average for getting insights about oneself as well
as about friends, with friend-awareness getting a fractionally higher result. Roughly the same
assessment has been made for the amount of offered statistics.
The search engine has already been criticized by users in the free text fields concerning basic
disadvantages of the website and results from the Likert scale questions seem to slightly confirm
these statements, with participants considering the amount of results for their searched media just
averagely satisfying and the quality of these rather unsatisfying (see figure 4.3). The possibility
to add own media items was considered useful slightly above average, although most participants
stated to never have made use of it. People were averagely satisfied with the amount of information
available on LoungeLog’s pieces of media.
Subject
effort of tracking media on the website
appeal of tracking statistics
usefulness of statistics for self-awareness
usefulness of statistics for friendawareness
amount of offered statistics
amount of media search results
quality of media search results
usefulness of custom media additions
frequency of custom media additions
amount of information on searched media

Value ‘1’
high effort
uninteresting
unhelpful
unhelpful

Value ‘5’
no effort
very interesting
very helpful
very helpful

Median
2.5
3
2.5
2.5

Mean
2.63
3.25
2.50
2.75

unsatisfying
unsatisfying
unsatisfying
useless
never
unsatisfying

highly satisfying
highly satisfying
highly satisfying
highly useful
very often
highly satisfying

2.5
3
2
3.5
1
3

2.88
2.75
2.25
3.63
1.88
3.13

Figure 4.3: Results of Likert scale questions concerning the tracking process on the website

Social System Of the survey’s eight participants, six stated to have actively used the friends
network of the LoungeLog web application. These users considered the friend stream to be rather
useful with a medium level of amount of media discovered via the friend stream’s content (see
figure 4.4). The possibility to review the tracking history of one’s friends was regarded as a rather
useful feature and the same applies to viewing the statistics of one’s friends.
Three of the six participants engaging in the social system were using the Facebook features
integrated into the website via social plugins. Of the three parts of the LoungeLog web application
featuring Facebook functions (see section 3.1), the most appreciated was the page with media item
details, where participants considered the social plugins to be highly useful (see figure 4.4). For
profile pages of other users, participants considered it still rather useful to be able to ‘like’ and
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comment on these pages, whereas the same functionality for statistics pages of one’s friends was
regarded as averagely useful.
Subject
usefulness of friend stream
frequency of media discovery via friend stream
usefulness of friends’ history
usefulness of friends’ statistics
usefulness of Facebook plugins on media
usefulness of Facebook plugins on other users
usefulness of Facebook plugins on friends’ statistics

Value ‘1’
useless
never
useless
useless
useless
useless
useless

Value ‘5’
highly useful
very often
highly useful
highly useful
highly useful
highly useful
highly useful

Median
4
3
4
4
5
4
3

4.00
3.17
4.00
3.83
4.67
3.67
3.00

Figure 4.4: Results of Likert scale questions concerning the social system on the website
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Conclusions & Future Prospects
Conclusions

In this thesis, a web application for social tracking of media consumption was developed. An
analysis of both specialized and generic tracking services as well as related work on the topic has
been made to identify user needs and design requirements in regard to an application that should be
able to track all kinds of media and provide a social network to share these experiences. The main
findings included a simple, quick and effortless tracking procedure, rich possibilities for custom
self-representation and sharing and a privacy system granting powerful control options. Further
aspects were features supporting self-awareness, a rich media database and functionality to easily
import trackings from external services. The implementation of a PHP web application based on
the CakePHP framework was described, explaining considerations and difficulties of the project.
Finally, aggregated usage statistics from the database and results from an online user study were
evaluated to analyze how the LoungeLog web application and its social network was accepted and
utilized by users and what advantages and disadvantages they considered it to have.
Regarding the results from the evaluations of statistics and the user study, some main pros
and cons of the LoungeLog web application can be derived to make conclusions for future improvement. A subject on which users were very satisfied is the overall appearance and handling
of the website. Optical design and basic layout as well as navigation and usability were positively
regarded by users. The other main part of the application which was widely appreciated was the
social network of LoungeLog, including the friend stream, viewing one’s friends’ trackings and
statistics as well as the integrated Facebook social plugins. The most striking disadvantages of
the application were the missing confidence it gave users in terms of privacy, bad quality of media
search results and a too high effort in the tracking procedure. Some of these negative results are
likely a consequence of the difficulties that occurred in relation to the LoungeLog Core database
[3] and the time shortage it resulted in, since some approaches that were part of the concept introduced in this thesis could not be implemented anymore but might have improved the mentioned
parts of the application. As a next step for LoungeLog, it would be wise to build on the foundations that paid off and extend the social system by further features while extinguishing the barriers
people perceived when tracking their media with the LoungeLog web application.

5.2

Missing and Improvable Features

The following passage presents planned but not yet implemented features of LoungeLog concept
and desired functionality by users that has to be realized in order to improve the service and create
a better user experience, eliminating the negative issues transpiring from the user study.
Media Database and Search Results showed that users were not satisfied with the quality of
results for their media searches in the LoungeLog database. What is more, few are ready to make
the effort to add a piece of media on their own. Therefore, a revision of the import mechanism for
media database content needs to be made. Possible solutions include a big initial media import to
create a big pool of instantly useable data. The import could be kept manageable by only importing
items of a certain popularity, which are therefore likely to be searched for by LoungeLog users.
Another possibility is a regularly executed importer that is fetching only the latest media which is
probable to be the currently most-searched subset. Also, the search engine needs improvement,
allowing to find sensible results even with typos or unordered multi-term searches.
Tracking Process The procedure of tracking media needs to be simplified. This can be reached
by allowing users to import a whole set of trackings from their accounts on other tracking websites
via very few clicks. Such an importer has already been half-finished for Last.fm, allowing users to
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import their recent or favourite tracks or complete playlists with a single click. Further interfaces
are conceivable for basically all types of media supported by LoungeLog.
Privacy System A privacy system is needed that allows users to not only restrict strangers but
especially friends from viewing their trackings. Granularity of restrictions should be adjustable as
finely as possible. Besides that, it should be made clear to new visitors on the website at once that
they will have such power and their data is perfectly safe.
Tracking History and Statistics With the history and statistics of trackings being the main
instrument of gaining self-awareness and getting insights of one’s friends on LoungeLog, these
features should be heavily extended. A much bigger amount of more complex and expressive
statistics can be aggregated over LoungeLog if the database structure is extended accordingly. To
gain added value from LoungeLog’s trait of supporting many media types, especially statistics
that run across these types and discover trends or patterns of several such dimensions should be
implemented.

5.3

Future Prospects

As can be seen by means of the listed feature possibilities, which is nowhere near exhaustive,
many opportunities lie with the concept of social media tracking, although it is difficult to motivate users to utilize these opportunities. The current main barriers for an evolvement of a service
such as LoungeLog are diverse. Type-specific tracking services like Last.fm have vast established
communities and can offer richer content regarding their area of expertise, like Last.fm’s radio stations. Tracking procedure takes still too much effort for many types of media, especially analogue
ones like books and magazines. However, the social aspect remains a core motivation for using
services such as LoungeLog, as the results showed. Thus, the path to run for social media tracking
might consist not of replacement or competition, but of deep integration with existing specialized
tracking services as well as social networks, benefitting from the quality and extense of their data
and the structures in the users’ personal friend networks. The LoungeLog web application together
with its mobile offshoot tried to make a start in achieving this and the next steps to be taken on
this path have already been identified.
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Appendix A - LoungeLog Web Application User Interface

Figure A.1: LoungeLog User Interface: Basic Layout & Mainpage
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Figure A.2: LoungeLog User Interface: Media Item Details
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Figure A.3: LoungeLog User Interface: History - Latest Trackings
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Figure A.4: LoungeLog User Interface: History - Toplists
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Figure A.5: LoungeLog User Interface: Statistics
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Figure A.6: LoungeLog User Interface: Add a Media Item

Figure A.7: LoungeLog User Interface: Track a Media Item
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Appendix B - Database Statistics
Gender
Male
Female

Registered Users
32
5

Figure B.1: Amount of Registered Users By Gender

Website Language
English
German

Registered Users
20
17

Figure B.2: Amount of Registered Users By Choice of Language

Application
LoungeLog Web Application
LoungeLog Mobile Application

Trackings
136
87

Figure B.3: Amount of Trackings By Application
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Media Type
Movie
Television
Web
Music
Book
Videogame
Paper

Trackings
62
50
48
34
23
4
3

Figure B.4: Amount of Trackings By Media Type

Media Type
Web
Music
Book
Television
Videogame
Movie
Paper
Game

Additions
16
12
6
4
4
3
3
1

Figure B.5: Amount of Manually Added Media Items By Media Type
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Contents of the Attached DVD
1. This bachelor thesis in PDF format
2. LATEXsource files of this bachelor thesis
3. Source files of the CakePHP framework core
4. Source files of the LoungeLog web application
5. MagicDraw UML source file and exported .png image of the class diagram in figure 3.1
6. Screenshot images from appendix A in .png format
7. Aggregated database data used in section 4.1 in .csv format
8. User study survey results used in section 4.2 in .xls and .html format
9. Related work, where available in electronic format
10. List of software used in the course of the creation of this thesis in .txt format
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